backsliding and public policy, this center of longstanding and recently-academic articles on illiberalism and other topics relating to illiberal consult our growing demagogues with leadership aspirations. She then suggests the implementation of a vision of a system configured to vet, counter and neutralize anti-constitutional the phenomenon of legitimately elected leaders who deconstruct the political system order to construct the Austrian 'people,' while simultaneously constructing Muslim coverings, concluding that Austrian radical-right populists emphasise the female body in particular, she focuses on the FPÖ's rhetoric and policy concerning Muslim body-
intersection of gender and religion development that inform the discussion around post-conflict countries.

applied assumptions about liberal democracy, modern statehood and capitalist create new forms of exclusion, marginalization and violence. He also critiques the oft-
restrictions on international funding, and differential treatment of human rights its allies coordinated attacks on civil society actors using legislation, rhetorical assaults,
previously treated as domestic others counterintuitive dynamics of key failures as a frame.

Investigating the reforms of university bodies carried out under right-wing populist
positioning on trade, climate change, development policies, hegemony, and security and
between consistories in Hungary and university councils in Poland. They conclude that the differences in outcomes can be traced to the institutional differences
divergence in the university governance model in the two countries despite their shared
previously treated as domestic others

Merging political science and geography, Natalie Koch's edited volume
empowering for civil society groups.

Reviewing the literature on the interaction between illiberalism and the law, Fabio de Sa e open to input from civic society and interest groups than Hungary's.

Exploring the interactions between illiberal governance and interest groups, Rafał Riedel unpacking the relationship between populism and liberal democracy.

Alice Marwick et al. review the literature on

Kire Sharlamanov explores the many definitions and defining characteristics of populism,
and the various causes of populism globally. He ultimately argues for a unified theory of
populism as a meta-ideology

Aga Gliwowska unpacks the relationship between populism and liberal democracy.
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